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Abstract

Following the example of other sign language researchers, we are creating a Signbank, a usage-based lexical database, to maintain consistent and systematic annotation information for American Sign Language (ASL). This tool, which will be available to the public, is currently being used in conjunction with an on-going effort to prepare corpora of sign language acquisition to share with the research community. This paper will briefly report on the development of the ASL Signbank, focusing on the adopted lemmatization principles. Lemmatization of ASL signs has never been done on a scale like this before - one that has been continually refreshed by actual usage data.
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1. Introduction

Signbanks, usage-based lexical databases, have been created for several signed languages (Auslan, Johnston 2001; British Sign Language, Fenlon et al. 2014; Sign Language of the Netherlands, Crasborn et al. 2016; Finnish Sign Language, Salonen et al. 2016). Given the lack of conventionalized writing systems for signed languages, a best practice for annotating is to use ID glosses (Johnston 2001), unique gloss identifiers of signs. To keep an organized database of ID glosses and the signs they represent, they are added to the Signbank as the signs are observed in the primary data while annotating. Subsequently, the signs are organized in the database using lemmatization principles. We are creating a Signbank for American Sign Language (ASL), currently used in conjunction with SLAAASh, an ongoing effort to prepare corpora of sign language acquisition to share with the research community. The Signbank itself is to be made available to the public for general use. This paper will briefly report on the development of the ASL Signbank (which now has 2600+ entries), focusing on the lemmatization principles adopted from Fenlon et al. (2015), as well as on the workflow we have implemented for creation and maintenance of ID glosses. We also touch upon how we use ASL Signbank for research.

2. SLAAASh and ASL Signbank

The Sign Language Acquisition, Annotation, Archiving and Sharing (SLAAASh) project is working with a digitized video corpus of Deaf children’s use of ASL, collected as spontaneous production data from 4 Deaf children of Deaf parents, ages 1;04-4;01 (Lillo-Martin & Chen Pichler 2008). We are currently annotating the primary data systematically using our ID glosses and annotation conventions. We are also building ASL Signbank, which in turn is based on the Auslan Signbank (which now has 2600+ entries), focusing on the lemmatization principles adopted from Fenlon et al. (2015), as well as on the workflow we have implemented for creation and maintenance of ID glosses. We also touch upon how we use ASL Signbank for research.

2.1 ASL-LEX

The ASL Signbank team is collaborating with the team building ASL-LEX (Caselli et al 2016), a publicly-available database which includes subjective frequency and iconicity judgments as well as phonological information on 1,000 signs (and more to come). Our collaboration involves sharing ID glosses, so that signs that are common across the databases can be easily accessed, as well as phonological information, so that the signs have consistent coding. We are building up both projects simultaneously, coordinating new entries as possible while accommodating the distinct project requirements. The goals of the ASL Signbank and ASL-LEX are somewhat different: the Signbank is based on usage data (e.g., ID glosses for signs are created as they occur in our child acquisition data, as well as in the data from other research projects that use our ID glosses), while the ASL-LEX project was designed to...
include elicited signs in order to represent the full range from high to low frequency and high to low iconicity, for use in psycholinguistic experiments. Despite these different goals, the projects are mutually reinforcing. Our projects are linked together by the alignment of glosses (we use the same lemmas, although we may differ in annotation ID glosses, described in sections 3 and 4); shared phonological coding (using a simplified version of the Prosodic Model (Brentari 1998)); shared iconicity ratings (subjective iconicity ratings as well as iconicity categorization); and shared lexical properties (e.g., identification of lexical class). Eventually, the actual frequency data from our corpora (in child signing and child-directed signing) will help to tie the projects even closer together.

3. Overall description of signs

As with other Signbanks, our goal is to create an open-access lexical database of ASL signs with their ID glosses (Johnston 2001) to facilitate consistent and systematic annotation of sign usage in multiple data sets. Along with a movie and image of the sign and its ID gloss, each entry has information about the sign’s formational components, its grammatical characteristics, and usage information. The categories of information about each sign used in the ASL Signbank have been derived from all prior Signbanks and prior annotation conventions (Chen Pichler et al. 2015). As discussed briefly in 2.1, we also consider the data categories used by ASL-LEX. To illustrate, Figure 2 shows a record from the ASL Signbank for AGAIN. Using our lemmatization principles (outlined in section 4), we have a lemma ID gloss for the sign as well as an annotation ID gloss which will be slightly different if the sign has phonological variants (which occurs when forms share all phonological features except for one or two). We enter “translation equivalents” (keywords) to facilitate the search for each sign and to represent the meaning of the sign. These can also be used in ELAN when the ASL Signbank is used as an external controlled vocabulary (ECV). This reduces the need for annotators to memorize ID glosses. The dialect field allows us specify any US region. The field “semantic field” is used to group together sets of signs that refer to the same subject. We inherited the fields from the NGT Signbank for the morphology section, allowing us to describe the make-up of compounds (See Crasborn et al. 2016). In the phonology section (coded in conjunction with ASL-LEX), we identify handedness, major location, minor location (beginning and final), dominant hand selected fingers and flexion as well as any abduction or flexion change, nondominant handshape and path movement. For the morphosyntax section, we identify the word or lexical class of the sign as well as its derivation history (lexicalized through fingerspelling, compounding, borrowing, et cetera), and type of iconicity. Relations to other signs allows us to connect ID glosses with homonyms, synonyms, variants, antonyms, hyponyms, hypernyms, and so on. Relations to foreign signs tracks any known connection with borrowed signs from other signed languages. Frequency will mark how many times the sign occurs in our corpus as well as the number of signers in the corpus who use that sign. Publication status and notes allow us to add metadata about the entry itself, especially useful for maintenance of ID glosses if they need to be changed.

4. Lemmatization of ASL signs

The data in the SLAAASh corpus comes from four Deaf children, their Deaf parents, and others interacting with them. Clearly, this cannot be considered a representative selection of ASL signers or even of ASL acquirers. In this way, the SLAAASh corpus-building may be seen as different from current sign language corpora projects like the BSL Corpus project. Nonetheless, our treatment of
We did not pre-determine a list of signs to be included (as dictionaries might do), but assign ID glosses as we come across the signs in the primary video data. Initial assignment of ID glosses did not follow lemmatization principles by determining which forms are related to which lexemes; the only real rule we had was to give each sign form a different ID gloss. After enough entries began to accumulate, we were able to modify the organization and assignment of ID glosses on the basis of lemmatization principles described in Fenlon et al (2015). To our advantage, the connection between Signbanks and ELAN made possible in recent releases (including an external controlled vocabulary generated by a Signbank, and a Signbank Lexicon Service in ELAN) permits changes in annotation glosses recorded in ASL Signbank to be promulgated throughout the annotations in our corpus.

We generally follow the same principles as laid out in Fenlon et al (2015):

…we consider the citation form to be the lemma (i.e. the unmodified form of a given sign is used here as the headword of a lexeme)...The ID gloss is a unique English-based translation used primarily as an annotation tag in the corpus for all occurrences of that lexeme regardless of how it might be modified. It is important to note that the choice of the English word as an ID gloss for a particular lexeme is not meant to indicate the sign's core meaning or grammatical function. It is merely a label to uniquely identify each lexeme, to be used in annotation of sign language data, in lieu of any standardised orthography for the language. [However] for the purposes of annotation… it is much more useful to use ID glosses that have some meaningful connection to the lexeme, e.g. via one of the translation equivalents, since annotation is done by typing in the ID gloss” (176).

The lemmatization principles are simple at first glance: if the meaning and the form of two entries are different, they are different lemmas and get different ID glosses; if the meaning is similar and there are one or two phonological differences, they are under the same lemma and get the same core annotation ID glosses, with the difference indicated by lowercase tags that identify the particular formational aspect responsible. For example, the ASL signs for “believe” and “precious” (Figure 3) are clearly different forms. One is two-handed, the other is one-handed.

There are different locations, handshapes, path, and other formational features characterizing each sign. Also the meanings are, of course, quite different. So with that, they are deemed different lemmas and accordingly get unique glosses.

In Figure 4, it can be seen that two forms for ‘believe’ are similar but clearly different in at least one aspect, specifically the initial handshape for the dominant or strong hand ( for the first and for the second). Their meaning, however, is the same. Given that, we treat them as phonological variants linked to the same lemma but with unique annotation ID glosses (marked by the lowercase tags, i.e., “b” and “ix”).

So, signs with phonological variants (e.g., BELIEVEb and BELIEVEix) are annotated with distinct ID glosses in our ELAN files, which are linked to ASL Signbank (and connected under the same lemma). The signs in Figure 5 are examples of signs under different lemmas. They are synonyms but have clearly distinct phonological forms.

The signs for “soon” and “temporary” receive unique ID glosses but are marked as “related” in the ASL Signbank. In practice, this adherence to lemmatization has been remarkably difficult but instructive. For instance, the ASL sign for “equal” (Figure 6) can have a single set of movements (bent hands move together to touch) or repeated sets.

Figure 4: ASL variants for “believe” with their ID glosses

Figure 5: ASL signs for "soon" and "temporary" with their ID glosses

Figure 6: ASL sign for "equal"
The "equal" forms will vary based on syntactic placement as well as intended meaning. Are they of a single lemma with one of the forms a modification of the lemma? Or are they two separate lemmas with conventionalized separate meanings? We have tentatively left this example as a single lemma with one annotation ID gloss. We will revisit it once we have a sufficient number of examples in the corpora that use the ASL Signbank.

On the other hand, the ASL signs for "show" and "example" are produced similarly but one ("show") has one set of movements and the other ("example") has shorter and repeated movements (Figure 7). With this slightly different phonological form and their conventionalized different meanings, they are separate lemmas.

These lemmatization decisions are made both by observing how these signs behave in the dataset and how they are understood by the researchers. Regular lab meetings are held to discuss sign lemmas. Frequently the discussion involves producing the sign in various modifications. For example, if the two signs are verbs, they can be modified to reflect grammatical aspect. If they are changed in the same way, they are deemed the same lemma. For example, these two forms in Figure 8 appear to be the same at first glance but they are used in different contexts and cannot be changed in the same way when modified for aspect.

For signs that may not be as lexically fixed but are specific types of signs, we use regular codes to annotate them, e.g., DS for “depicting sign”, NS for “name sign”, IX for “index” or pointing sign. Specific referents are added to related tiers in the annotation files. (See SLAAASh annotation conventions for more, (Hochgesang (2015)).

## 5. Workflow of creation and maintenance of ID glosses

The maintenance of the ID glosses is under the supervision of one person, currently Julie Hochgesang, on the SLAAASh research team. All of the annotators for SLAAASh and other research projects who use the ASL Signbank are required to follow a specific protocol for suggesting an ID gloss when the sign they need to annotate is not in the Signbank. After ensuring that they have exhausted all possibilities by searching translation equivalents on ASL Signbank, they then propose an ID gloss using their understanding of the ASL Signbank lemmatization principles. Since the SLAAASh eafs are linked to the ASL Signbank ECV, they must force the annotation field to escape the list in order to enter new entries. They prefix their suggestion with ~, e.g., ~PROPOSED-NEW-IDGLOSS. They then take a video of themselves producing the sign and upload this to the ASL Signbank. They click “proposed new sign” and add the tag “proposed new ID gloss needs review”. These three steps are a triple safeguard against errors in the annotation files and accidentally adding them as permanent additions to the ASL Signbank.

The ID gloss supervisor then reviews the suggestions and ensures that the additions are not duplicates of already existing signs. Lemmatization principles as outlined in section 4 are applied. The sign is then marked as approved and tagged to be refilmed. Native/early signers are hired to produce signs which are then published in ASL Signbank. ID gloss digests (shown in Figure 9) are reports of additions, deletions, changes, ongoing issues and are shared with the entire SLAAASh project team as well as others who are registered users of the ASL Signbank.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID Glosses Digest</th>
<th>Revised in Signbank and SLAAASh</th>
<th>~PROPOSED-NEW-IDGLOSS</th>
<th>~PROPOSED-NEW-IDGLOSS</th>
<th>~PROPOSED-NEW-IDGLOSS</th>
<th>~PROPOSED-NEW-IDGLOSS</th>
<th>~PROPOSED-NEW-IDGLOSS</th>
<th>~PROPOSED-NEW-IDGLOSS</th>
<th>~PROPOSED-NEW-IDGLOSS</th>
<th>~PROPOSED-NEW-IDGLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Added</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>WINCE</td>
<td>WINCE</td>
<td>WINCE</td>
<td>WINCE</td>
<td>WINCE</td>
<td>WINCE</td>
<td>WINCE</td>
<td>WINCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHAMPION</td>
<td>DENY</td>
<td>DENY</td>
<td>DENY</td>
<td>DENY</td>
<td>DENY</td>
<td>DENY</td>
<td>DENY</td>
<td>DENY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COVER-UP</td>
<td>DINNER</td>
<td>DINNER</td>
<td>DINNER</td>
<td>DINNER</td>
<td>DINNER</td>
<td>DINNER</td>
<td>DINNER</td>
<td>DINNER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DRAFT</td>
<td>DRAFT</td>
<td>DRAFT</td>
<td>DRAFT</td>
<td>DRAFT</td>
<td>DRAFT</td>
<td>DRAFT</td>
<td>DRAFT</td>
<td>DRAFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KITCHEN-ROOM (suggestion was KITCHEN but had to change)</td>
<td>LIGHTNING  (suggestion was LIGHTNING but had to correct spelling)</td>
<td>LIGHTNING  (suggestion was LIGHTNING but had to correct spelling)</td>
<td>LIGHTNING  (suggestion was LIGHTNING but had to correct spelling)</td>
<td>LIGHTNING  (suggestion was LIGHTNING but had to correct spelling)</td>
<td>LIGHTNING  (suggestion was LIGHTNING but had to correct spelling)</td>
<td>LIGHTNING  (suggestion was LIGHTNING but had to correct spelling)</td>
<td>LIGHTNING  (suggestion was LIGHTNING but had to correct spelling)</td>
<td>LIGHTNING  (suggestion was LIGHTNING but had to correct spelling)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIND-SET</td>
<td>MIND-SET</td>
<td>MIND-SET</td>
<td>MIND-SET</td>
<td>MIND-SET</td>
<td>MIND-SET</td>
<td>MIND-SET</td>
<td>MIND-SET</td>
<td>MIND-SET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAIN</td>
<td>PAIN</td>
<td>PAIN</td>
<td>PAIN</td>
<td>PAIN</td>
<td>PAIN</td>
<td>PAIN</td>
<td>PAIN</td>
<td>PAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PENSION</td>
<td>PENSION</td>
<td>PENSION</td>
<td>PENSION</td>
<td>PENSION</td>
<td>PENSION</td>
<td>PENSION</td>
<td>PENSION</td>
<td>PENSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRETzel</td>
<td>PRETzel</td>
<td>PRETzel</td>
<td>PRETzel</td>
<td>PRETzel</td>
<td>PRETzel</td>
<td>PRETzel</td>
<td>PRETzel</td>
<td>PRETzel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REVENGE</td>
<td>REVENGE</td>
<td>REVENGE</td>
<td>REVENGE</td>
<td>REVENGE</td>
<td>REVENGE</td>
<td>REVENGE</td>
<td>REVENGE</td>
<td>REVENGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SANDWICH/HotWater</td>
<td>SANDWICH/HotWater</td>
<td>SANDWICH/HotWater</td>
<td>SANDWICH/HotWater</td>
<td>SANDWICH/HotWater</td>
<td>SANDWICH/HotWater</td>
<td>SANDWICH/HotWater</td>
<td>SANDWICH/HotWater</td>
<td>SANDWICH/HotWater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOWEL</td>
<td>TOWEL</td>
<td>TOWEL</td>
<td>TOWEL</td>
<td>TOWEL</td>
<td>TOWEL</td>
<td>TOWEL</td>
<td>TOWEL</td>
<td>TOWEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRIBE</td>
<td>TRIBE</td>
<td>TRIBE</td>
<td>TRIBE</td>
<td>TRIBE</td>
<td>TRIBE</td>
<td>TRIBE</td>
<td>TRIBE</td>
<td>TRIBE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WITHDRAW</td>
<td>WITHDRAW</td>
<td>WITHDRAW</td>
<td>WITHDRAW</td>
<td>WITHDRAW</td>
<td>WITHDRAW</td>
<td>WITHDRAW</td>
<td>WITHDRAW</td>
<td>WITHDRAW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: Screenshot of ID Gloss Digest
6. Use of ASL Signbank for Research
The ASL Signbank contributes to research in two broad ways. First, there are research projects that make use of the data in the Signbank itself, along with the connections to ASL-LEX. Second, there is research that is enabled by the use of Signbank in annotation of sign language data such as the SLAAASH project. Because the Signbank includes information about the form of each sign as well as morpho-syntactic and other information, it is possible to conduct analyses based on the signs in the Signbank that would typically exceed the number of examples based on other methods. For example, analyses of the frequency of occurrence of specific phonological elements (e.g., selected fingers) can readily be made to test previous claims about markedness. Another example is the occurrence of forms that violate Battison’s (1974) symmetry and dominance constraints. Although our original coding system assumed these constraints would hold, we discovered a (relatively small) number of signs that violate the constraints, and adjusted the phonological coding options accordingly.
In combination with data in ASL-LEX, it will be possible to test hypotheses about a number of questions, including extending some that have already been examined using ASL-LEX alone. For example, Caselli & Pyers (2017) used ASL-LEX data to examine the iconicity and phonological neighborhood density of signing children’s vocabulary development. With child-produced and child-directed frequency information to be made available in ASL Signbank, this kind of study can be extended.

As the ASL Signbank is used in annotating primary sign language data such as the SLAAASH corpus, it will make further research possible. Using multiple file searching functions of ELAN, it is possible to identify all instances in the corpus of signs of interest, which have been uniformly annotated because of the Signbank. As a further tool, we anticipate using lexical category information in Signbank to automatically tag SLAAASH data, which can be further tested in various ways. One only need consider the vast amount of research that has been made possible by the CHILDES database (https://childes.talkbank.org/) to anticipate the range of possible studies that will be forthcoming.

7. Conclusion
The actual usage of each sign in the corpora informs the ASL Signbank, from the most basic questions (which signs include) to refinement of the postulated linguistic features. As our data set grows, our ability to answer these kinds of questions will improve. Lemmatization of ASL signs has never been done on a scale like this before - one that has been continually refreshed by actual usage data.
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